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Office 365 is a cloud-based subscription service that brings together
the best tools for the way people work today. By combining best-in-
class apps like PowerPoint, OneNote, Excel and Outlook with
powerful cloud services like OneDrive and Sway, Office 365 lets
anyone create and share anywhere on any device.

Leading Schools are moving ahead with Office365. Free your school
from the burden of managing email and files. The education cloud
enables anytime anywhere access for your staff and students to full
featured documents, calendars, and email on every device.

Why Office365? It's free for education! With cloud services, your
school can drastically lower your support costs and provide a higher
level of service for your teachers and students. And with EDU365 as
your partner we can help integrate it with your current school
systems.

Why EDU365? When your school chooses to partner with EDU365
you get a partner that is focussed on EDUCATION. We understand
how to make Office365 work for your teachers, staff, students...and
your budget!

EDU365 have already completed many large migration projects in
the region and have integrated Office365 with schools' management
information systems to automate many of the manual network
admin processes that are required to manage users at a school.
We've even been recognised by Microsoft as experts in the field!

EDU365 provide unparalleled Office365 migration assistance,
integration services and support and are always there to make sure
your school is successful.

Whether you are choosing to just migrate to a hosted Exchange
email or integrate all the Office365 products into your school,
EDU365 has the expertise and knowledge to make the process quick
and easy for you.

What is Office365 for Education?

More Information  Tel : +1 (345) 745 0365 Email: sales@edu365.ky

“EDU365 are a firm 

of recognised, 

award-winning 

Microsoft experts”
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What is the Cloud? Simply put, cloud computing is the delivery of
computing services—servers, storage, databases, networking,
software, analytics, intelligence and more—over the Internet (“the
cloud”) to offer faster innovation, flexible resources, and economies
of scale. You typically pay only for cloud services you use, helping
lower your operating costs, run your infrastructure more efficiently,
and scale as your needs change.

Why Microsoft Cloud? The Microsoft Cloud, also known as ‘Azure’ is
an ever-expanding set of cloud services to help your organisation
meet your challenges. It’s the freedom to build, manage, and deploy
applications on a massive, global network using your favorite tools
and frameworks.

Is Azure Secure? Yes, security and privacy are built into the Azure
platform. Microsoft is committed to the highest levels of trust,
transparency, standards conformance, and regulatory compliance
with the most comprehensive set of compliance offerings of any
cloud service provider.

How does Azure compare to other clouds? Azure is the only
consistent hybrid cloud, has more regions than any cloud provider,
delivers unparalleled developer productivity, and offers more
comprehensive compliance coverage—including meeting the
requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)..

Why Microsoft Cloud?

More Information  Tel : +1 (345) 745 0365 Email: sales@edu365.ky
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